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Northern Policy Institute launches new program allowing
organizations to SHARE a professional analyst
January 31, 2019 - Are you a small municipality with no policy analyst on staff but you
need to prepare an analysis of trends in taxable property growth? Join the Northern
Analyst Cooperative. A local indigenous community looking to build a community
profile? Join the Northern Analyst Cooperative. A large organization with a short term
project and no staff free to handle it? Join the Northern Analyst Cooperative. A small
chamber, a union local, a grassroots community organization? Join the Northern
Analyst Cooperative.
Northern Policy Institute’s (NPI’s) latest program, the Northern Analyst Cooperative, will
allow members to “time share” a professional policy analyst. By merging collective
resources, the program allows even the smallest municipality or local charity to access
high-end skills at an affordable price.
“Data is hard enough to obtain. Finding the time and the skills to analyze it is often
simply impossible” says James Franks, an Economic Development Officer at
Corporation of the City of Temiskaming Shores. “Small organizations and communities
have limited time and limited budgets, partnering with Northern Policy Institute can help
address that and I think that is a good thing.”
The cost of the analyst’s services are covered in part by NPI and their sponsors, and in
part through membership fees. Annual membership fees range from $400 for a Bronze
Membership to $4,000 for a Platinum level. Members can draw on the analyst’s time in
half-day increments up to a maximum that varies by membership level.
“We hear it time and time again across the north: We don’t have the resources to do
that,” says NPI’s President and CEO, Charles Cirtwill, “… As a member of the Northern
Analyst Cooperative, you will not only be helping yourself, but you will be helping your
neighbours make better, more informed decisions. By pooling our collective resources
we can create an attractive position and keep an analyst busy full time.”
This program is not a substitute for hiring a private consultant. Some conditions apply,
including that resulting research will be made public 30 days after the project is
completed. The only exception to this rule being where proprietary or confidential
information is used in the analysis. In which case only a project synopsis and key findings
will be released.
To learn more about the benefits of the program and how to become a member, visit
https://www.northernpolicy.ca/data101en

-30This project is part of NPI’s Data 101 program. Go to
https://www.northernpolicy.ca/data101en to learn about other ways NPI is prepared to
assist you in making good, evidence based decisions, for your community. You should
also check out more data and map tools NPI has available to start digging deeper into
Ontario’s northern regions at www.northernpolicy.ca/datatools
Media Interviews: President and CEO, Charles Cirtwill and NPI’s Senior Data Analyst,
Alex Ross are available for comment. To arrange an interview, please contact:
Jenna Marsh
Communications & Events Officer
705-542-4456
jmarsh@northernpolicy.ca
About Northern Policy Institute:
Northern Policy Institute is Northern Ontario’s independent think tank. We perform
research, collect and disseminate evidence, and identify policy opportunities to
support the growth of sustainable Northern communities. Our operations are located in
Thunder Bay, Sault Ste. Marie and Sudbury. We seek to enhance Northern Ontario’s
capacity to take the lead position on socio-economic policy that impacts Northern
Ontario, Ontario, and Canada as a whole.

